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Introduction: 

  

I am Eoin McGettigan Chief Executive of the Port of Cork Company 

(PoCC) since October. I am accompanied by Donal Crowley Chief 

Financial Officer and Conor Mowlds Chief Commercial Officer. 

 

 Port of Cork:  

 

 Port of Cork is the second largest port in the State, handling all cargo types 

lift-on lift-off Containers (LoLo), liquid and solid bulks, roll-on roll-off 

(RoRo) and cruise. It operates facilities in the City, Tivoli, Ringaskiddy and 

Cobh for Cruise. 

 

 
Photograph 1 & 2 City Quays and Tivoli Dock & Industrial Estate. 

 

The Port includes Whitegate Oil Refinery and Whiddy Oil storage facility. 

The Marino Point facility will replace the existing City Quays. 
 

 
Photographs 3 & 4 Cobh Cruise Terminal and Ringaskiddy Deepwater Berth. 

 

Port Redevelopment at Ringaskiddy:  

 

The Tivoli Container Terminal has limitations hence the requirement to 

relocate to Ringaskiddy at a cost of €86 million, which will economically 

benefit Customers, Cork City and the Region and future proof Cork as an 

international gateway. 

 

This commercial development was endorsed in the 2013 National Ports 

Policy, which designated Cork as a Tier 1 port of national significance, and 



also as an EU Core Port on the North Sea Mediterranean Corridor and will 

open in 2022. 

 

 
 Picture 5 & 6: Ringaskiddy new Container Berth and Terminal Area- August 2020 v. Commencement. 

Ringaskiddy Phase 1 Development when operational will include an Optimised 360m Single Berth, a 

Straddle Carrier Operating System, new maintenance and Customs & Excise buildings. 
   

 Port of Cork Total and UK Trade: 

  

In 2019 the Port bulk trade amounted to 6.7 million tonnes with one million 

tonnes or 15% being with the UK. In 2019, 7% of unitised cargo (i.e. 

Containers, cars) was with the UK. The port has nine Containers ships per week 

carrying 240,000 TEU (twenty foot equivalent units) per annum. About 12% of this 

cargo is with the U.K. Also in 2019, 111 cruise liners visited the Port of 

which 75% were part of British Isles Tours. The Company is working 

locally and nationally with Customs and relevant Departments to ensure 

that it is BREXIT ready. 

 

We reviewed the impact of various forms of BREXIT on our activities in 

addition to our economic concerns. 

 

The Port’s current RoRo services are directly linked with the EU and are 

not impacted by BREXIT. They comprise of RoPax services to Roscoff 

(France) and ConRo service to the Port of Zebrugge (Belgium). We have 

extended our compounds in Ringaskiddy to cater for these services. The 

expansion of these direct routes to the continent may offer a solution to the 

UK landbridge. 

With regard to Unitised traffic (e.g Containers, cars), the Port has a Revenue 

approved Customs Bond. BREXIT should not impact unitised traffic lead 

times, as customs clearance of T1 cargo is done electronically. Any modal 

shift from RoRo to LoLo would help to alleviate congestion. The port has 

two transatlantic services. 

Our liquid bulk customers are concerned about the additional 

administrative burden but do not anticipate any interruption in supply. 



Animal feed customers have concerns about cargo crossing the border into 

Northern Ireland and possible increased tariffs. 

Conclusion / Recommendations: 

 

❖ The Port faces significant challenges from the indirect consequence of 

decreased trade, as it looks to service the debt burden underpinning the new 

Container Terminal. 

 

❖ We are well positioned to enhance Ireland’s trade connectivity by 

establishing more direct routes to mainland Europe.  

 

❖ The Port of Cork does not have a Border Control Inspection Post (BCIP), 

where products of animal / organic origin can be presented for introduction 

into Europe and undergo the necessary checks. The Port of Cork can act as 

an alternative, contingency and ‘overflow’ facility should difficulties and 

congestion arise at other ports if a BCIP is approved for Cork.  

 

❖ The commencement of the transatlantic container service accelerates the 

need for a BCIP. Industry would save significant transport costs and reduce 

carbon emissions by using a Cork BCiP. 

 

❖ For the Cruise trade, the UK/Ireland common travel area and an efficient 

mechanism of checking Tourist passports should be maintained. 

 

❖ The Completion of the Dunkettle interchange, the M28 Ringaskiddy road 

and the R624 road (Belvelly Bridge) to Cobh are critical to connect the port to 

Ireland’s internal road network. 

 


